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Across

1. The may require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the 

executive -----, upon any Subject relating to the Duties of their respective Offices

3. President--- was credited with creating a new breed of Vice Presidents

6. serves as a pep rally for the upcoming election

8. These shortcomings were rectified by the---which mandated that each elector cast a 

separate vote for President and Vice President.

9. ---- continues, outlining the process of electing the President and the qualifications 

for becoming President.

11. The plan was for one elector to cast their vote for----and abstain from naming 

another candidate, ensuring ----victory

14. is the group that casts the “official” votes for the President. votes are allocated 

based on the popular vote of a state.

22. 100 ----, and three votes from Washington D.C. To become President a candidate must 

win the majority, or at least 270, of the electoral votes

23. This is stated under --Section 3: “The Vice President of the United States shall be 

President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.”

24. The Electoral College is ----for electing the President based on the popular vote,

25. is a meeting of the political party, in which the members have a discussion and decide 

who will be the strongest candidate for the upcoming election

26. the Secretary of ---, held by Henry Knox.

29. In the 1800s, most Vice Presidents did not even attend ---meetings.

30. : Obviously the public will need to know that you that you are running. Papers must be 

filed with the federal election commission

31. the Secretary of ---, held by Thomas Jefferson

32. Washington’s original Cabinet consisted of --- positions

33. While the ---- does not specifically establish a cabinet,

35. These elections are held every years

36. Jefferson and his fellow party member---received an equal number of votes

37. These departments serve the executive branch, but are created by ---

38. s. George W. Bush continued this trend with his Vice President,

40. It seems that even the---- were unsure how to define the Vice President's role.

41. : The Cabinet currently consists of-- Cabinet positions or executive departments.

42. “The ------ shall be vested in a President of the United States of America. He shall 

hold his Office during the Term of four Years, and, together with the Vice President, 

chosen for the same Term…

43. the Secretary of the Treasury, held by Alexander Hamilton

Down

2. t. Jefferson was from a different -- than Adams, which led to many conflicts between 

the two on issues of policy.

4. The head of each department is called the---with the exception of the Department of 

Justice,

5. The--not only serves the same four year term as the President, but must also meet 

the same qualifications as the President.

7. What said's you must be a natural born U.S. citizen; you must be at least 35 years old; 

and you must reside within the U.S. for at least 14 years.

10. The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America. 

He shall hold his Office during the Term of four Years, and, together with the Vice 

President, chosen for the same

12. : George Washington set the precedent of the President having a Cabinet, or a group 

of advisors.

13. , the executive branch officially consists of the President, the Vice President, and 

the--

15. The convention starts with the------during which the Keynote speaker attempts to get 

the audience excited about the election.

16. There are 532---l votes,

17. n, takes the -- of office, and begins his or her term. This takes place on January 20, 

following the November election

18. are elections that decide who will serve as the representative of the party in the 

upcoming election.

19. the Vice President ---- more responsibility and included him in the decision making 

process.

20. The position may be an ineffective one, but may also actively impact ---

21. t. This involves speeches, news interviews, meet and greets with the public, and 

debates with their oppone

27. Not all electors are --- required to cast a vote for a Presidential candidate that won 

that State's electoral votes

28. representing 435 members

34. : The people cast their vote for President on the Tuesday after the first Monday in

39. t: The framers of the Constitution believed that in a presidential election, the person 

with the most ---should be President
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